Designated Locations:

SVR: Non-circulating language dictionaries

MUS: Circulating score and book collections

Current Periodicals

Desktop: Public Computer Station

Call Numbers:

A-L; N-Z: Non-Music (Interdisciplinary)

GV: Dance

M: Scores

ML: Music Literature

MT: Music Theory

Book and Score Sizes:

Call numbers followed by a "q" (quarto) -
Quartos are oversize (most performance scores)
shelved separately, except in the SV and SVF collections

Call numbers followed by "f" and "e" (folio and elephant) -
Shelved on the 2nd floor across from Row
Please note that SVF folios are shelved separately
following the regular SVF collection

Call numbers not followed by a letter (octavos) -
Standard size (most books and study-size scores)